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Correlation is signif icant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 



Scales

 Concern:

 Confidence

 Liberalism



Concern

Item Statistics

3.02 1.025 37493

3.21 .970 37493

3.08 .969 37493

3.53 .976 37493

3.14 1.090 37493

2.20 .965 37493

2.63 1.011 37493
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Confidence

Item Statistics

2.50 .960 28825

2.44 .837 28825

2.18 .764 28825

2.72 .779 28825
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Liberalism
Item Statistics

2.27 2.043 31786
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1.86 1.643 31786
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3.24 2.598 31786

3.18 2.686 31786

3.49 2.713 31786

2.35 1.982 31786
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Correlation is signif icant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 
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Correlation is signif icant at  the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 
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Core Migrant issue variables 

 Three relate to migrants admissions policy:
 …to what extent do you think [country] should  allow people of the same 

race or ethnic group as most [country] people to come and live here ?

 How about people of a different race or ethnic group from most [country] 
people?

 How about people from the poorer countries outside Europe?

 These provide a scale (alpha=.88) which we call 
OpenBorders

 Three relate to migrants already here:
 Would you say it is generally bad or good for [country]'s economy that 

people come to live here from other countries?

 Would you say that [country]'s cultural life is generally undermined or 
enriched by people coming to live here from other countries?

 Is [country] made a worse or a better place to live by people coming to 
live here from other countries?

 These provide a scale (alpha=.89) which we call 
ValueOthers



Core Media issue variables

 Six measures in all, for three media (TV, radio & newspaper) for news 

and non-news items:

 On an average weekday, how much time, in total, do you spend watching television/ 

listening to the radio/ reading the newspapers?

 And again on an average weekday, how much of  your time watching television/ 

listening to the radio/ reading the newspapers is spent watching / listening to / 

reading news or programmes about politics and current affairs?

 The news/politics/current affairs exposure variables  provide a scale 

(alpha=.73) which we call News_Politics



The role of age, education, income 

and attitudes for OpenBorders



The role of age, education, income 

and attitudes for ValueOthers



The role of religion and practice

(controlling for age and education)

 The more religious, the less openess

 The more religious practice, the less openess

 The more religious practice, the less value of 

immigrants overall

 The more religious, the less news exposure

 The more religious practice, the less news 

exposure



Some last figures


